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We live in an era of data deluge, where data translate to knowledge and can thus contribute in vari-
ous directions if harnessed and processed intelligently. There is no doubt that signal processing (SP) is
of uttermost relevance to timely big data applications such as real-time medical imaging, smart cities,
network state visualization and anomaly detection (e.g., in the power grid and the Internet), health
informatics for personalized treatment, sentiment analysis from online social media, web-based ad-
vertising, recommendation systems, sensor-empowered structural health monitoring, and e-commerce
fraud detection, just to name a few. Accordingly, abundant chances unfold to SP researchers and prac-
titioners for fundamental contributions in big data theory and practice.

With such big blessings however, come big challenges. The sheer volume and dimensionality of
data make it often impossible to run analytics and traditional batch inferential methods on standalone
processing units. With regards to scalability, online data processing is well motivated as the computa-
tional complexity of jointly processing the entire data-set as a batch is prohibitive. Furthermore, there
are many applications in which data themselves are made available in a streaming fashion, meaning
that smaller chunks of data are acquired sequentially in time, e.g., nodes of a large network trans-
mitting small blocks of data to a central unit continuously and incoherently in time. As information
sources unceasingly produce data in real time, analytics must often be performed on-the-fly, typically
without a chance to revisit previous data. In addition, oftentimes big data tasks are subject to stringent
time constraints, so that a high-quality answer obtained slowly via batch techniques can be less useful
than a medium-quality answer that is obtained fast in an online fashion.

RELEVANCE

In this context, this lecture note presents recent advances in online learning for big data analytics.
It is demonstrated that many of these approaches, mostly developed within the machine learning
discipline, have strong ties with workhorse statistical SP tools such as stochastic approximation (SA)
and stochastic gradient (SG) algorithms. Important differences and novel aspects are highlighted as
well. A key message conveyed is that e.g., Robbins-Monro’s and Widrow’s seminal works on SA,
that go back half a century, can play instrumental roles in modern online learning tasks for big data
analytics. Consequently, ample opportunities arise for the SP community to contribute in this growing
and inherently cross-disciplinary field, spanning multiple areas across science and engineering.

∗Work in this paper was supported by the NSF grants EARS-1343248, EAGER-1343860, and the MURI Grant AFOSR
FA9550-10-1-0567.
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The remainder of this lecture note, which also serves as a supplement to [1], is organized as
follows. Basic principles of SA are reviewed first, followed by a couple of examples. Standard per-
formance metrics of SA algorithms are then outlined, accompanied by a recent twist on performance
analysis through convex analytic arguments. Sequential schemes and data sketching or sampling with
eminent potential for big data analytics are also delineated. Finally, online learning approaches based
on the powerful online convex optimization (OCO) framework are reviewed, where the links and
differences vis-a-vis SA are highlighted.

PREREQUISITES

The required background includes basics of linear algebra, probability theory, convex analysis, and
stochastic optimization.

STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION BASICS

Consider the prototypical statistical learning problem in the realm of stochastic optimization (SO)
[2, 3] where given a loss function f , one aims at minimizing the expected loss Eyyy{ f (www;yyy)}, possibly
augmented with a complexity-controlling convex regularizer r(www), with respect to (w.r.t.) a determin-
istic parameter (weight) vector www∈W . An example of r(www) is the recently popular sparsity-promoting
l1-norm of the p×1 vector www where r(www) = ‖www‖1 := ∑

p
i=1|wi|. Expectation Eyyy{·} is taken w.r.t. the

typically unknown probability distribution of data yyy describing, e.g., input-response pairs in a super-
vised learning setting, and W denotes a subset of some Euclidean space, introduced here to cover
general cases where constraints are imposed on www. In lieu of the aforementioned distributional infor-
mation, given training data {yyyt}T

t=1 one can instead opt for solving the empirical risk minimization
problem

min
www∈W

1
T

T

∑
t=1

f (www;yyyt)+ r(www) (1)

which is an approximation of its ensemble counterpart, namely minwww∈W [Eyyy{ f (www;yyy)}+ r(www)]. Be-
yond a purely learning paradigm, one should appreciate the generality offered by (1), since it can
subsume, e.g., (constrained) maximum-likelihood problems with f identified as the log-likelihood
function and data assumed statistically independent.

In big data settings, T can be huge, potentially infinite in a real-time paradigm where t identifies
time instances of data acquisition. Moreover, the search space W can be excessively high-dimensional
with complex structure. This observation justifies the inclusion of a regularizer in (1) to effectively
reduce the dimensionality and/or size of W and yield parsimonious models that are interpretable and
have satisfactory predictive performance. Unsurprisingly, there has been growing interest over the
last decade in devising scalable and fast online algorithms for big data learning tasks such as (1).

The main premise of SO is centered around solving the minimization task [cf. (1)]

min
www∈Rp

[ϕ(www) := Eyyy{ f (www;yyy)}] (2)

without having Eyyy{·} available; see e.g., [3]. (Compared to (1) and its ensemble version, both W
and the regularizer r have been dropped here for brevity.) Key features present in SO algorithms
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are: (i) The data comprise a sequence of either dependent vectors with (asymptotically) vanishing
covariance, or, independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) realizations {yyyt}T

t=1 of yyy; and, (ii) given
(www,yyyt), there is a means of obtaining an unbiased “stochastic” gradient estimate ∇ f (www;yyyt), so that
Eyyy{∇ f (www;yyyt)}= ∇ϕ(www).

Figure 1: Newton-Raphson method for finding a
w0 s.t. Φ(w0) = 0.

For ϕ smooth, minimizing ϕ in (2) amounts
to searching for a zero of Φ(www) := ∇ϕ(www), i.e.,
a www0 such that (s.t.) Φ(www0) = 0 [3]. The
classical Newton-Raphson (N-R) algorithm pro-
vides the means to achieve this goal. For w
scalar and with ′ denoting differentiation, the
sequence generated by the recursion wk+1 :=
wk−Φ(wk)/Φ′(wk) =wk−ϕ ′(wk)/ϕ ′′(wk) con-
verges under mild conditions to a root of Φ(w),
and thus to a minimizer of ϕ(w). An illus-
tration of the N-R iteration can be seen in
Fig. 1. Starting from w1 and using the deriva-
tives {Φ′(wk)}+∞

k=1 in the N-R iteration, the re-
sultant updates {wk}+∞

k=2 gradually approach w0, where Φ(w0) = 0. Such a simple recursion can be
readily extended to the p× 1 vector case as wwwk+1 := wwwk −HHH−1

ϕ (wwwk)∇ϕ(wwwk), where now HHHϕ(wwwk)

stands for the p× p Hessian matrix of ϕ at wwwk with (i, j)th entry ∂ 2ϕ(wwwk)/(∂wi∂w j).
Clearly, the N-R algorithm cannot be applied if Eyyy{·} is not available; e.g., if the probability den-

sity function (pdf) of yyy is unknown, or, when computing Eyyy{·} entails cumbersome integration over
high-dimensional domains. To alleviate this burden, SA through the celebrated Robbins-Monro al-
gorithm relies on the sequence of realizations {yyyt} and ingeniously uses the instantaneous ∇ f (wwwt ;yyyt)
instead of the ensemble ∇ϕ(wwwk) (indexes have been changed from k to t, for time-adaptive opera-
tion). With µt denoting the step-size, SA generates the online (or stochastic) gradient descent (OGD)
iteration

wwwt+1 = wwwt−µt∇ f (wwwt ;yyyt) (3)

which “learns” expectations on-the-fly. This point is better illustrated by the following example.

Online averaging as SA: The solution of minwwwEyyy{‖www− yyy‖2
2/2} is clearly www0 = Eyyy{yyy}. Fol-

lowing the SA rationale, consider f (www;yyyt) := ‖www− yyyt‖2
2/2. The OGD iteration is wwwt+1 =

wwwt−µt(wwwt−yyyt), and if www1 := 000 as well as µt := 1/t, simple mathematical induction yields wwwt+1 =
(1/t)∑

t
τ=1 yyyτ , which in accordance with the law of large numbers converges to www0 = Eyyy{yyy} as

t→+∞ [3].

Several well-known adaptive signal processing and online learning algorithms stem from OGD.
LMS as SA: Consider for instance scalar dt and vector xxxt processes which comprise the training data
collected in yyyt := [dt ,xxx>t ]

>, and let f (www;yyyt) := (dt −www>xxxt)
2/2, where > stands for transposition.

It can be readily verified that ∇ f (www;yyyt) = (www>xxxt − dt)xxxt , and application of OGD yields wwwt+1 =
wwwt−µt(www>xxxt−dt)xxxt , which is nothing but the celebrated least mean-squares (LMS) algorithm [3].
RLS as SA: The OGD class can be further broadened by allowing matrix step-sizes {MMMt} instead of
scalar ones {µt} to obtain wwwt+1 =wwwt−MMMt∇ f (wwwt ;yyyt). To highlight the potential of this extension, con-
sider (jointly) wide sense stationary {dt ,xxxt}∞

t=1, with CCCxx := Exxx{xxxtxxx>t }, as well as rrrdx := Ed,xxx{dtxxxt}.
It turns out that the solution of minwwwEd,xxx{(dt −www>xxxt)

2} is the linear minimum mean-square error
estimator www0 = CCC−1

xx rrrdx. However, without knowing CCCxx one relies on the sample average estimate
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ĈCCt := (1/t)∑
t
τ=1 xxxτxxx>τ , and on OGD with MMMt := (1/t)ĈCC

−1
t to obtain

wwwt+1 = wwwt−
1
t
ĈCC
−1
t xxxt(www>t xxxt−dt) (4a)

ĈCC
−1
t+1 =

t +1
t

[
ĈCC
−1
t −ĈCC

−1
t xxxt+1xxx>t+1ĈCC

−1
t /(t + xxx>t+1ĈCC

−1
t xxxt+1)

]
(4b)

where the matrix inversion lemma is applied to carry out efficiently the inversion in (4b). Recursions
(4) comprise the well-known recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm [3].

PERFORMANCE OF SA ALGORITHMS

Based on the samples {yyyt}, SA algorithms produce estimates {wwwt} that allow for estimation, tracking,
and out-of-sample inference tasks, such as prediction. Performance analysis of SA schemes has
leveraged advances in martingale and ordinary differential equation theories to establish, e.g., in the
stationary case, convergence of {wwwt} to a time-invariant www0 in probability, or with probability one,
or in the mean-square sense [3]. In this stationary setting, convergence of OGD requires step-sizes
selected to diminish with a certain rate. Specifically, {µt} must satisfy (i) µt ≥ 0; (ii) limt→∞ µt = 0;
and, (iii) ∑

∞
t=1 µt = +∞. Clearly, (i)-(iii) are satisfied for µt := 1/t, which vanishes as t → +∞, but

not too fast so that (iii) enables {wwwt} to reach asymptotically the desired www0.
Departing from the standard route of SA convergence analysis [3], recent results take advantage

of convexity if it is present in the objective function. Specifically for convex costs, the OGD recursion
(3) generalizes to: wwwt+1 = PW [wwwt−µt∇ f (wwwt ;yyyt)], where PW (www) := arg minwww′∈W ‖www−www′‖2 stands
for the projection mapping onto a closed and convex constraint set W . For ϕ differentiable and
strongly convex with index c > 0, it holds that ϕ(www′)≥ ϕ(www)+(www′−www)>∇ϕ(www)+(c/2)‖www′−www‖2

2,
for all (www′,www). With step-sizes selected as µt := µ/t with µ > 1/(2c), and for bounded stochastic
gradients as in supwwwEyyy{‖∇ f (www;yyy)‖2

2} ≤ ∆, it can be verified that the error Eyyy{‖wwwt −www0‖2
2}, where

www0 = arg minwww∈W Eyyy{ f (www;yyy)}, satisfies the following finite-sample bound [2]

Eyyy{‖wwwt−www0‖2
2} ≤

Q(µ)

t
, with Q(µ) := max

{
µ

2
∆

2/(2µc−1),‖www1−www0‖2} .
If in addition ∇ϕ is L-Lipschitz continuous, i.e., ‖∇ϕ(www)−∇ϕ(www′)‖2 ≤ L‖www−www′‖2, ∀www, www′, then a
similar finite-sample bound holds also for the sequence of function values {ϕ(wwwt)} [2]

Eyyy{ϕ(wwwt)−ϕ(www0)} ≤
LQ(µ)

2t

where expectation is taken over {wwwt} which involves stochastic gradients.
Performance analysis of SA algorithms deals with convergence of {wwwt}, whereas the online con-

vex optimization framework outlined in a subsequent section starts from (1), invokes less or no as-
sumptions on the underlying pdfs, and asserts convergence of the costs { f (wwwt ;yyyt)}, rather than primal
variables.

Recently, SA was combined with the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) which
is attractive for off-line optimization of composite costs [4]. The resultant SA-ADMM solver [5] is
suitable for online optimization of composite costs such as minwww∈W [Eyyy{ f (www;yyy)}+ r(www)], in a fully
distributed fashion – an operational mode that is highly desirable for big data applications.
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SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION AND DATA SKETCHING

The importance of sequential optimization along with the attractive operation of random sampling
(a.k.a. sketching) big data will be illustrated in this subsection in the context of the familiar LS task:

min
www∈Rp

[
1

2T
‖XXX>www−ddd‖2

2 =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

1
2
(xxx>t www−dt)

2

]
(5)

where XXX := [xxx1, . . . ,xxxT ] denotes the p×T matrix which gathers all available regressor or input vectors,
and ddd := [d1, . . . ,dT ]

> the T × 1 vector of desired outputs (responses). Although irrelevant to the
minimization in (5), the normalization with T is included to draw connections with (1). In this sense,
the loss function becomes f (www;yyyt) = (xxx>t www− dt)

2/2, with yyyt := [dt ,xxx>t ]
>, and its gradient ∇ f (·;yyyt)

is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lt = ‖xxxt‖2
2. Different from the previous discussion, here T is

fixed, and “online” means processing {dt ,xxxt}T
t=1 sequentially.

Searching for a solution www0 of (5) requires eigen-decomposition of XXXXXX>, which incurs complexity
O(T p2). Alternatively, the standard gradient descent recursion wwwk+1 =wwwk−µk(XXXXXX>wwwk−XXXddd) entails
O(p2) computations per iteration k. Both cases are prohibitive in big data settings where the number
of samples, T , is massive and/or the data dimensionality, p, can be huge. To surmount these obstacles,
solving for www0 can rely on sub-sampling (a.k.a. sketching to obtain a subset of) the rows of XXX>, along
with the corresponding entries of ddd, to reduce complexity w.r.t. T , while visiting them in a sequential
fashion that scales linearly with p.

Figure 2: Kaczmarz’s algorithm for three hy-
perplanes {Ht}3

t=1 with non-empty intersection
{www0} = ∩3

t=1Ht . Row (hyperplane) selection af-
fects convergence rate; {wwwk} which alternates be-
tween H1 and H2 approaches www0 faster than {w̄wwk}
which is generated via H2,H3.

Kaczmarz’s algorithm, a special case of the
projections onto convex sets (POCS) method [6],
produces a sequence of estimates {wwwk} to solve
(5). For an arbitrary initial estimate www1, the
kth iteration of Kaczmarz’s algorithm selects a
row t(k) of XXX>, together with the correspond-
ing entry dt(k), and projects the current esti-
mate wwwk onto the set of all minimizers Ht(k) :=
{www | xxx>t(k)www = dt(k)} of f (www;yyyt(k)), which is noth-
ing but a hyperplane (a closed and convex set).
Hence, the (k+1)st estimate is

wwwk+1 := PHt(k)
(wwwk) = wwwk−

xxx>t(k)wwwk−dt(k)

‖xxxt(k)‖2
2

xxxt(k)

(6)
where PHt(k)

stands for the projection mapping
onto Ht(k). Notice here that the complexity of
computing PHt(k)

(wwwk) scales linearly with p. If
every (dt ,xxxt) is visited infinitely often, then un-
der several conditions (6) converges to a solution
of (5) [6]. Visiting each (dt ,xxxt) a large number of times is prohibitive with big data since T can be
excessively large. In contrast, poor selection of rows can slow down convergence; see Fig. 2. Nev-
ertheless, randomly drawing rows with equal probabilities has been shown empirically to accelerate
convergence relative to cyclic revisits of rows [7].
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Accelerating SG via non-uniform sampling: In the noiseless case (XXX>www = ddd), randomly draw-
ing rows in proportion to their Lipschitz constants Lt is known to provide finite-sample bounds of
the form [7]

ER{‖wwwk−www0‖2
2} ≤

[
1−κ(XXX)−2]k ‖www1−www0‖2

2

where κ(XXX) stands for the condition number of XXX , and ER{·} denotes expectation w.r.t. the
distribution over which {dt ,xxxt} are selected. The previous non-uniform sampling scheme yields
better convergence rates than those resulting from uniform sketching [7]. More information on
(non-)uniform sketching and its application to SG descent methods can be found in [8, 9].

LEARNING VIA ONLINE CONVEX OPTIMIZATION

Figure 3: OCO as a multi-round game.

Recently, online learning approaches based on
online convex optimization (OCO) framework
have attracted significant attention, as they do
not require elaborate statistical models for data
and yet can provide robust performance guaran-
tees. This is true even under an adversarial setup,
where the data sequence {yyyt} may be generated
strategically in reaction to the learner’s iterates
{wwwt}, as in the humans-in-the-loop applications
such as the web advertising optimization.

The OCO framework can be viewed as a
multi-round game between a player (learner) and
an adversary [10]. In the context of the learning
formulation in (1), the learner plays an action wwwt ∈W in round t, where W is assumed to be closed
and convex. Based on the action wwwt that the player took, the adversary provides some feedback
information Ft , manifested in the data (feature) vector yyyt , based on which a convex loss function
Lt : W → R∪{+∞} is constructed, such as Lt(www) := f (www;yyyt)+ r(www). The learner then suffers the
loss at wwwt , namely, Lt(wwwt). The overall process is depicted in Fig. 3.

The learner’s goal is to minimize the so-termed regret R(T ) over T rounds, defined as

R(T ) :=
T

∑
t=1

Lt(wwwt)− min
www∈W

T

∑
t=1

Lt(www) (7)

which captures how much worse the learner performed cumulatively, compared to the case where a
single best action is chosen with the knowledge of the entire sequence of cost functions {Lt}T

t=1 in
hindsight. In particular, OCO aims at producing a sequence {wwwt}, which gives rise to sublinear regret,
that is the one with R(T )/T → 0 as T grows. Key question now for the learner is how to pick wwwt in
each round t.

OCO ALGORITHMS AND PERFORMANCE

An important class of algorithms that can achieve the desired sublinear regret bound is based on
the online mirror descent (OMD) iteration [11]. In a nutshell, the method minimizes a first-order
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approximation of Lt at the current iterate wwwt , while encouraging the search in the vicinity of wwwt .
Specifically, OMD computes the next round iterate wwwt+1 as

wwwt+1 = arg min
www∈W

(www−wwwt)
>L ′

t (wwwt)+
1
µ

Dψ(www,wwwt) (8)

where L ′
t (wwwt) is a (sub)gradient of Lt at wwwt , µ > 0 a learning rate parameter, and Dψ(www,vvv) is the

Bregman divergence associated with a continuously differentiable and strongly convex ψ , defined as

Dψ(www,vvv) := ψ(www)−ψ(vvv)− (www− vvv)>∇ψ(vvv) . (9)

In the special case of using ψ(www) := ‖www‖2
2/2, the corresponding Dψ(www,vvv) = ‖www− vvv‖2

2/2, and the
OMD update in (8) boils down to OGD [10], establishing an immediate link between OCO and
SA. In general, a judicious choice of ψ can capture the structure of the search space W , leading to
an efficient update formula for wwwt . For example, when W is the probability simplex, i.e., W := {www |
wi≥ 0, ∑i wi = 1}, setting ψ(www) :=∑i wi logwi in (8)–(9) yields the exponentiated gradient algorithm,
which obviates the need to explicitly impose the probability simplex constraints [10].

COMID algorithm: While the OMD update provides a computationally attractive solution to (1),
the linearization involved often defeats one of the purposes of the regularizer r, which is to pro-
mote a priori known structure in the solution. For example, setting r(www) proportional to the
`1-norm of www encourages sparsity in www. To properly capture such a benefit, one has to respect the
composite structure of Lt , which decomposes into the data-dependent part ft(www) := f (www;yyyt) and
the invariant part r(www) [12, 13]. In particular, the composite objective mirror descent (COMID)
algorithm relies on [12]

wwwn+1 = arg min
www∈W

(www−wwwt)
> f ′t (wwwt)+ r(www)+

1
µ

Dψ(www,wwwt) (10)

where it is seen that the regularizer is not linearized.

Both COMID and OMD (which is a special case of COMID) can attain sublinear regret bounds.
Specifically, R(T ) = O(

√
T ) in general, and the bound becomes O(logT ) when Lt is strongly con-

vex [10, 12].
SA vis-a-vis OCO: Compared to the SA approaches, the OCO framework does not require
stochastic models. This is a salient departure from typical SA setups, since the regret bounds
are guaranteed even for {yyyt} that may have been generated adversarially, i.e., with yyyt arbitrary
correlated to past actions {wwwτ}τ≤t and past data {yyyτ}τ<t . On the other hand, the bounds pertain
to convergence of the sequence of costs rather than the iterates {wwwt} themselves. Nonetheless,
building upon the flexibility offered by OCO, certain limited feedback learning tasks are feasible
as elaborated next, where interestingly, the SA ideas prove instrumental once again.

ONLINE LEARNING WITH BANDIT FEEDBACK

The bandit set-up of OCO refers to the case where the feedback Ft from the adversary does not
explicitly reveal the cost function Lt(·), but only the sample cost Lt(wwwt) due to action wwwt ; refer also
to Fig. 3. For example, wwwt may represent the advertising budget allocated to different media channels,
and Lt(wwwt) the corresponding overall cost (e.g., the total advertising expense minus the resulting
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Figure 4: SA/SO vis-a-vis OCO: Features and implications.

income). In this case, it may be difficult to know the explicit form of Lt , but Lt(wwwt) can be easily
observed.

The idea of bandit OCO is to estimate the necessary gradient using SA in the context of OGD.
Specifically, a key observation is that if one can evaluate a function f : Rp → R at www perturbed
by a small δvvv, where δ > 0 and vvv is uniformly distributed on the surface of a unit sphere, then
p
δ

f (www+ δvvv)vvv offers an unbiased estimate of the gradient at www of a locally smoothed version of f
[14]. Thus, plugging this noisy gradient directly into the OGD update in the spirit of SA, one can still
establish a sublinear regret bound. However, the best bound found in [14] is O(T 3/4), slower than the
O(
√

T )-bound for the full information case, illustrating the price to pay for the lack of information.

LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE AVENUES

This lecture note offered a short exposition of recent advances in online learning for big data ana-
lytics, highlighting their differences and many similarities with prominent statistical SP tools such
as stochastic approximation (SA) and stochastic optimization (SO) methods. It was demonstrated
that the seminal Robbins-Monro algorithm, the workhorse behind several classical SP tools such as
the LMS and RLS algorithms, carries rich potential for solving large-scale learning tasks under low
computational budget. It was also explained that sequential or online learning schemes together with
random sampling or data sketching methods are expected to play a principal role in solving large-scale
optimization tasks. A short description of the online convex optimization (OCO) framework revealed
its flexibility on the variety of optimization tasks that can be accommodated, including scenarios
where data are provided in an adversarial fashion, or with limited feedback. Yet, such a flexibility
comes at a price; OCO-based statistical analysis refers mostly to bounds of the regret cost. Based on
the common ground between OCO and SA, OCO can only benefit from the rich theoretical armory of
SA, e.g., martingale theory, where results pertain also to convergence of the primal (random) variables
of the optimization task at hand. Vice versa, SA can also profit from the powerful toolbox of convex
analysis, the engine behind OCO, for establishing strong analytical claims in the big data context.
In closing, Fig. 4 depicts the unique and complementary strengths SA, SO, and OCO offer to online
learning, as well as adaptive SP theory and big data applications.
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